
Student self-Assessment of 
their Learning Gains (SALG)

Please register for an account at http://salgsite.org by 
clicking “New visitor registration” link

Getting Started



What is the SALG?
student self-assessment of their learning gains

web-based survey (http://salgsite.org)

NSF sponsored (grant #0613426)

used by many faculty and students 

(continuously being improved)

essentially a ROBUST, EASY-TO-USE survey instrument
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SALG vs. SOS?

SALG: student self-assessment of their learning gains

SOS: student assessment of instructor behavior

TWO VERY DIFFERENT LENSES ON LEARNING
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Today’s Goals
Describe the nature and philosophy of the SALG

A little about data analysis

Guide you through the process of setting up a survey

If you are already using the SALG, a more advanced workshop 
will be offered later in the semester

By the end of today’s workshop, you will have a survey ready to 
distribute.



Why use the SALG?
provides anonymous feedback from students when you need it

easy to configure

accessible from any computer with internet connection

data analysis is relatively simple

can be incorporated into individual classes, groups of classes or 
at program level

a useful alternative to the student opinion survey



How is the SALG used?
class assessment

one-time end-of-term survey

pre- and post-surveys

midterm survey

frequent surveys (weekly, monthly, etc)

department or program evaluation



The Questions
Your understanding of class content

As a result of your work in this class, what GAINS DID YOU MAKE in 
your UNDERSTANDING of each of the following?

Increases in your skills
As a result of your work in this class, what GAINS DID YOU MAKE in 
the following SKILLS?

Class impact on your attitudes
As a result of your work in this class, what GAINS DID YOU MAKE in 
the following? Question Categories are Locked



The Questions (con’t)
The Class Overall

HOW MUCH did the following aspects of the class HELP YOUR 
LEARNING?

Class Activities
HOW MUCH did the following aspects of the class HELP YOUR 
LEARNING?

Assignments, graded activities and tests
HOW MUCH did the following aspects of the class HELP YOUR 
LEARNING? Question Categories are Locked



The Questions (con’t)
Class Resources

HOW MUCH did each of the following aspects of the class HELP YOUR 
LEARNING?

The information you were given
HOW MUCH did each of the following aspects of the class HELP YOUR 
LEARNING?

Support for you as an individual learner
HOW MUCH did each of the following aspects of the class HELP YOUR 
LEARNING? Question Categories are Locked
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Analyzing Results
percentage of responses

distribution of responses

ability to code text responses

aggregate data across classes, semesters, etc.

cross-tabulate responses

a topic for another workshop!



Getting Started

Register for account at http://salgsite.org

Login at http://salgsite.org

Problems? Use: jkmetzker@gmail.com PWD:CETL







The process

create a new instrument

modify questions

announce instrument to students

analyze responses



Navigation:  Use forward and back buttons in your browser





Student Identity

Authenticated - list of student emails provided - you will know 
when an individual has completed the survey (but you will NOT 
know any individual’s responses)
Open Enrollment: you do not provide email addresses but you 
can see what email addresses have responded.
Blind: you never know which students have responded, just how 
many. - You won’t know if a student has responded.

Student response rate can depend on how you introduce the survey



Authenticate ID: Can add student list later
Make password simple



Availability to other instructors (NOT students!)



Create an instrument

You have two choices when choosing an instrument to be used in 
your course.

SALG instruments — these instruments are to be used in the 
middle or at the end of the term (post)

Baseline instruments — these instruments are to be used at 
the beginning of a term (pre)





Copies of surveys are available for review









edit question

change order

save after editing section

add another sub-question

You can edit questions up until the start date





Link will open your email program









What else can you do?

reuse your own instrument from one semester to the next

adopt another instructor’s instrument to meet your needs

create modules for particular pieces of your class (service 
learning, lab, etc)

department heads can create modules for their faculty and 
aggregate data across all classes



Data Analysis

If you are interested in a workshop on more advanced features, 
please indicate on sign-up sheet.



Available at http://salgsite.org/about


